
Story Structure
Read the story below.

A Bark in the Night
As the sun began to set, Matt and 

his Mama sat reading books.  Ernie, 

their pug dog, was snoring on the 

couch.  It was getting colder outside 

and the sky had turned gray.

“Looks like we’re in for quite 

a storm!” Mama said.  The storm 

rolled in fast and strong.  Rain started 

pounding the windows as lightning 

and thunder crashed in the sky.

“Don’t be afraid, Matt,” Mama 

said.  Suddenly, Ernie jumped off the 

couch, barking furiously as he ran 

into the kitchen.  Ernie rarely barked.  

Matt grabbed Mama’s hand as they 

chased after Ernie.

Mama turned on the kitchen 

light.  To their surprise, the door 

opened and Daddy walked in.  

“Hi, honey! You’re home early,” 

Mama said.  Ernie’s barking stopped 

instantly when he saw it was Daddy, 

and everyone laughed with relief.

“See Ernie, there was nothing 

to worry about!” said Matt.  He was 

secretly relieved it was just Daddy’s 

return that caused Ernie’s barking. 

They all went back into the living 

room and sat in their chairs. Ernie 

curled up into his spot on the couch.  

Soon he was snoring.  By then, the 

storm had settled into a drizzle, and 

all was calm again.

Complete the Story Map to show the important elements in the story.

Characters Setting

Plot
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Story Structure
Read the story below. 

An Unlikely Friend
I was home sick from school the 

day the Holmes family moved in.  It 

was just before the school year ended, 

and I was missing the school picnic!

I stared out the window, feeling 

sorry for myself.  Then I saw a girl 

come out of the new house on the 

block.  She looked about my age, and 

she was kicking a soccer ball. It was 

black with red pentagons—just like 

the ball I lost last week! 

I ran to the door and yelled, 

“Hey!  What are you doing with that 

ball?” 

The girl waved.  I was furious. 

“Where’d you get that ball?”  I 

demanded. 

The girl stopped kicking the ball           

and headed my way.  I was scared.  

I didn’t know what I’d say, but I 

wanted my ball back.  Before I could 

say anything, she started talking.

“Hi!”  she said.  “I’m Kate.  Do 

you like soccer?  Want to play?”

I grabbed the ball.  Then I saw 

it wasn’t mine after all.  It was older, 

and “KATE” was on it in old ink. 

“Sure!”  I said.  “I can’t come out 

today because I’m home sick.  But 

maybe tomorrow?”

“Great!”  said Kate.  “It’ll be 

good to have a friend on the block.” 

“Yeah,”  I said sheepishly.  “Glad 

to meet you, Kate.”

Analyze the story to answer the questions about story structure. 
Use a Story Map to organize your thoughts. 

 1. What is the narrator’s confl ict, or problem, at the 

beginning?

  

  

 2. How does the narrator resolve her problem? 
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Prefixes re-, un-, and dis-
disagree

dislike

return

review

reappear

unfair

unlikely

unable

Read each sentence.  Complete the sentence with a word from 
above.

 1. I need a receipt to    the shirt that doesn’t fi t.

 2. It is    that I will know everyone at the party.

 3. My brother and I usually   about whose turn it 

is to take out the garbage.

 4. Our class had to    the ideas from the lesson 

before we took the test.

 5. My sister loves talking on the phone, but I    it.

 6. I think it is    that I have to do chores on my 

birthday.

 7. Sometimes cleaning your room can cause a missing toy to  

 . 

 8. He was     to go to the party because he was 

sick. 
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Short a and Long a
Basic Read the paragraphs.  Write the Basic Words that best 
complete the sentences.

I spent a week of my summer vacation at my 

grandmother’s house.  At first I was (1)  that I would 

be bored, but I had a lot of fun.  Every morning I helped my 

grandmother in her studio, where she paints pictures that 

would (2)  you. 

I helped her (3)  some of the paintings that will go 

on (4)  soon.  I also made a sign to put outside when 

the paintings are ready to sell.  I used poster board and a 

black (5)  to make the sign.  The most fun I had was 

creating my own painting.  I learned how to apply paint 

to a canvas with a knife (6)  .  I wore a smock so I 

wouldn’t get a (7)  on my clothes.  Grandma says that 

my painting was much improved from ones I’ve done in the 

(8)  .

On my last night there, Grandma took me out for a (9) 

 dinner.  I know for a (10)  that I will be back to 

visit my grandmother next summer.

 1.  6. 

 2.  7. 

 3.  8. 

 4.  9. 

 5.  10. 

Challenge 11–14. Read the headline.  On a separate sheet of 
paper, write about it, using four of the Challenge Words. 

EASTSIDE SCHOOL TRACK TEAM SETS NEW RECORDS

 1. blade

 2. gray

 3. past

 4. afraid

 5. magic

 6. delay

 7. amaze

 8. drain

 9. maybe

 10. break

 11. sale

 12. hang

 13. stain

 14. glass

 15. raft

 16. jail

 17. crayon

 18. fact

 19. stale

 20. steak

Challenge

fraction

trait

champion

activity

graceful

Spelling Words

Grade 4, Unit 1: Reaching Out4Spelling
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˘

Spelling Word Sort
Write each Basic Word beside the correct heading. 

/a/ spelled a 
followed by 
a consonant

Basic Words:   

Challenge Words: 

Possible Selection Words:

/   / spelled 
a-consonant-e

Basic Words:   

Challenge Words: 

/   / spelled ai

Basic Words:   

Challenge Words: 

Possible Selection Words:

/   / spelled ay

Basic Words:   

Possible Selection Words:

/   / spelled ea Basic Words:   

Challenge Add the Challenge Words to your Word Sort.

Connect to Reading Look through Because of Winn-Dixie.      
Find words that have the /ă / and / a/ spelling patterns on this 
page. Add them to your Word Sort.

a

a

a

a

 1. blade

 2. gray

 3. past

 4. afraid

 5. magic

 6. delay

 7. amaze

 8. drain

 9. maybe

 10. break

 11. sale

 12. hang

 13. stain

 14. glass

 15. raft

 16. jail

 17. crayon

 18. fact

 19. stale

 20. steak

Challenge

fraction

trait

champion

activity

graceful

Spelling Words
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Proofreading for Spelling
Find the misspelled words and circle them.  Write them correctly 
on the lines below.

The Avid Reader Bookstore is a popular place in town.  

The owner, Mr. Orville, unpacks a box of new books. He 

says he is afriad the weather will deley delivery, and some 

of the books on salee are on back order.  The good news is 

that the book that Jenny wants to read about the magik 

raeft that goes down the kitchen drane and ends up in the 

middle of the ocean is not one on back order.  But maibe 

Amanda will have to wait another week for the book about 

the cowboy who lands in jale for being falsely accused of 

stealing a graye mustang.  

By the end of the day, Mr. Orville is ready for a glas of 

lemonade and a cookie.  He’s careful carrying the pitcher 

so he doesn’t drop and braik it.  The cold lemonade is 

refreshing, but the staile cookie has to go!  

 1.  7. 

 2.  8. 

 3.  9. 

 4.  10. 

 5.  11. 

 6.  12. 

 1. blade

 2. gray

 3. past

 4. afraid

 5. magic

 6. delay

 7. amaze

 8. drain

 9. maybe

 10. break

 11. sale

 12. hang

 13. stain

 14. glass

 15. raft

 16. jail

 17. crayon

 18. fact

 19. stale

 20. steak

Challenge

fraction

trait

champion

activity

graceful

Spelling Words
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Simple Subjects and Simple 
Predicates

A sentence is a group of words that tells a 

complete thought.  The subject tells whom or 

what the sentence is about.  The predicate tells 

what the subject does or is.  A simple subject 
is the main word that tells whom or what the 

sentence is about.  A simple predicate is the 

verb that tells what the subject is or does.  

simple subject simple predicate
The trip to the supermarket takes five minutes.

1–4. Write the simple subject on the line. 

 1. Mr. Mota left his dog Chase outside the supermarket.  

 2. The automatic doors opened.    

 3. Mr. Mota’s list had many items on it.  

 4. The dog outside the door watched Mr. Mota through 

the window.  

5–8. Underline the simple subject once and the simple predicate 
twice.

 5. Soup cans fell to the ground.

 6. Mr. Mota sampled some cheese at the deli.

 7. He bought some doggie treats for Chase.

 8. The friendly cashier smiled.

Thinking Question 
What is the main word that 
tells whom or what the 
sentence is about?  What is 
the main word that tells what 
the subject is or does? 

7
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Sentence Fragments
A sentence must have a subject and a predicate 

to tell a complete thought.  A sentence 
fragment is missing a subject, a predicate, or 

sometimes both.

fragment
Helped set up the tents at the campsite.

1–4. Write sentence if the group of words is a sentence. Write 
fragment if the group of words is not a sentence. 

 1. A bear wandered into our campsite. 

 2. Sniffed around the tents for food. 

 3. Have a sharp sense of smell. 

 4. The hungry bear would not leave. 

5–8. Write subject if the fragment is missing the part of the 
sentence that tells whom or what.  Write predicate if the fragment is 
missing the part of the sentence that tells what happens or what is.  

 5. The huge bear. 

 6. Was attracted by the smell of the food. 

 7. Rummaged through a large cooler. 

 8. A loud roar from another bear in the distance. 

Thinking Question 
Does this group of words have a 
subject that tells whom or what the 
sentence is about and a predicate 
that tells what happens or says 
something about the subject?

8
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Writing Complete Sentences
To change a sentence fragment to a complete 

sentence, first identify what information is missing. 

Then write a new sentence.

fragment complete sentence 

Gave us Ringo  The people who train 

guide dogs gave us Ringo.

My sister Anna  My sister Anna can’t see 

very well.

1–8. Change each fragment to a complete sentence.

 1. One day, my sister Anna.

  

 2. She slowly.

  

 3. In the doorway, Ringo.

  

 4. Her dog for years.

  

 5. Listened to the sounds outside the door.

  

 6. A steady, light rain.

  

 7. She lovingly.

  

 8. The dog at her side. 

  

Thinking Question 
Does each sentence I write 
express a complete thought 
with a simple subject and a 
simple predicate? 

Because of Winn-Dixie
Grammar: 

Complete Sentences
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Contractions
Contractions with not

We could not wait to see the 
puppies.
They were not barking.

We couldn’t wait to see the 
puppies.
They weren’t barking.

1–6. Write the contractions for the word or words in parentheses.  

 1. (did not) We  want a cat. 

 2. (would not) Mom  let us get a dog 

until we took a pet care class. 

 3. (cannot) Ben  have certain pets 

because of his allergies. 

 4. (do not) Some dogs  have long tails. 

 5. (have not) These dogs  gone for a walk 

today. 

 6. (could not) We  choose between the 

two puppies. 

7–10. Look at the underlined contractions.  Write each contraction 
correctly on the line.  Then write the words that make up the contraction. 

  7. Scruffy isnt comfortable in his new home yet. 

 8. He ha’snt been sleeping at night. 

 9. Mom and Dad are’nt too happy about that. 

 10. I wo’nt wake Scruffy up when he is napping. 
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Sentence Fluency
You can fix a fragment by combining it with a complete sentence 
or another fragment.

Sentence and Fragment Complete Sentence

Becky’s family moved to 
Milliston.  In the middle of 
the summer.

Becky’s family moved to 
Milliston in the middle of the 
summer.

Fragments Complete Sentence

The town of Milliston.  Has 
a lively youth center.

The town of Milliston has a 
lively youth center.

1–6. Rewrite each item to be one complete sentence with a 
subject and a predicate.

 1. Becky was worried.  About making new friends.

  

 2. A fl yer at the supermarket.  Listed the youth center’s summer events.

  

 3. A girl on Becky’s street.  Invited Becky to a party at the center.

  

 4. All of the other children welcomed Becky.  To the neighborhood.

  

 5. Although she was new in town.  Becky felt right at home. 

  

 6. And a game of basketball outside. The children played tag.

  

Because of Winn-Dixie
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Focus Trait: Ideas
Using Vivid Details
A.  Read each uninteresting sentence.  Add vivid details to fill in 

the blanks and make each sentence more interesting. 

Uninteresting Sentence Sentence with Vivid Details

1.  Some kittens slept in a 
box.

The  kittens slept 

 in a 

 box.

2.  After the kittens woke 
up, we watched them 
play.

After the kittens  

, we watched them 

.

B.  Read each uninteresting sentence.  Rewrite each sentence using vivid details.

Pair/Share Work with a partner to brainstorm vivid details.

Uninteresting Sentence Sentence with Vivid Details

3.  Winn-Dixie looked in 
the window.

4.  Miss Franny was 
scared.

5.  Winn-Dixie smiled at 
Miss Franny.

Because of Winn-Dixie
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